
AWAKENING THE ACE: THE 
SOLUTION (BOOK)

All of us are constantly trying to seek balance in our lives. The 
situation could be in any part of our life for example; 
relationships, career, health, fears and the list goes on. In 
Awakening The A C E (Awareness, Consciousness & Energy), 
Dr. Ramesh shares his experiences and personal truth. We’re all 
capable of achieving Manifestation, Enrichment, and 
Fulfillment in our lives by letting go of outer distractions and 
embracing our inner selves. Through simple self-guided 
exercises that can be practiced in just nine minutes, you will 
learn how to realign your mind, body, and spirit by 
strengthening your Awareness, Consciousness, and Energy. As 
you practice these techniques, you will come to trust the 
knowledge of yourself to realize your Purpose and Potential. 
 
All you have to do is tap into your “True Self.” Dr. Segu Krishna 
Ramesh will show you how to deprogram cultural beliefs about 
who you think you are and to help you uncover who you truly 
are and wish to be. 
 
We follow a de-programming system, because truly, experience 
is the only truth. Dr. Ramesh has developed a series of 
transformational workshops. The aim is to awaken the 
awareness in people that there is a universal solution to all. 
Awakening The A C E is a series of books being developed to 
touch the lives of as many people as possible. 
 
This book, The Solution, is the first in the series and teaches a 
simple exercise that will help you grow your potential within 
yourself rather than looking for guidance from outside.

Brief Description



      SOLUTION PENDANT SERIES 

The ACE MEF Solution pendant series, help in maintaining your Growing Potential after 
you start practicing exercises taught in the workshops on a daily basis. The pendant 
sustains whatever constructive state (awareness-consciousness-energy state) you have 
achieved for the day. Normally, the effect of a meditation dips and lasts for only about 
24 hours however, with the pendant your growth is sustained, it doesn't dip and only 
goes up step by step. 
 
If there is an imbalance the pendant will bring you back very quickly to the midpoint. 
If you had a depressing event in the past, it would take ages to bounce back, but with 
the pendant everything is short lived and you come back to balance. An experience of 
the solution tools cannot be expressed in words! Your experience is the only truth. 

Brief Description



SELF SOLUTION CARD

Historically we already know the 

value and power of symbols, 

words, colors, paper and any form of 

matter, in which an essence of the 

same universal consciousness exists. All the 

knowledge has been assimilated, 

integrated and then imprinted on the 

Solution Series of Cards along with 

the MEF Science, which has thereby created 

a unique system. The Solution Series of Cards 

help one repair and modify all the imbalances 

whether it is physically, mentally, and/or 

emotionally from the past, present and/or 

for the future. It is embodied to help enrich and balance at a customized level. It is a 

system, which helps one correct imbalance at the karmic, astrological, health (physically, 

mentally, and/or emotionally) and on spiritual levels. This will help one to fulfill their very 

purpose of life, which is the unique desire of our spirit. Solution cards can be made to help 

for any imbalance in creation such as for ones family, home, business and/or environment. 

Remember these are powerful customized systems and help only the individual family, home 

or business whose name has been written Moksha, liberation, salvation and very purpose of 

life can be attained by anyone and anything at anytime. There is no question of waiting it 

happens and it happens in the NOW. It strengthens at all levels to correct IMBALANCES and 

achieve the purpose of life for each individual. The Self Solution Card needs to be 

activated by the owner of the card or a Life Consultant using the DRPF Stylo. 

 

1) First write your (OWNER) name 

2) Write your (OWNER) country of residence. 

3) Between name and country stick any photo of yours (OWNER) on the card. 

4) Place your (OWNER) fingerprints. (Ideally with oil or put plain natural fingertips) 

 

Brief Description

Use



SELF SOLUTION CARD

5) Right hand fingerprints on the folded side of card - adjacent to the imbalances marked 

on the body. Left hand fingerprints on the other side. 

6) Activate all the words from the edge to the center in a clockwise fashion. Activate each 

word by making a dot on top of it. Then, make a 3.6 clockwise spiral over each word and 

the whole card. Please note that you should use the DRPF Stylo to do this. 

7) The Self Solution card has to be used daily at least once with closed eyes and focus on 

the problem area. 

8) Place the “SELF” side on the problem area for 9 counts - flip it around to the “UNIVERSE” 

side for 9 counts and once again flip it to the “SELF” side for 9 counts. Complete this 

process for all the problem areas. 

9) Then place the “SELF” side on all the chakras for 9 counts / 9 breaths each. 

10) It can be used twice or thrice a day depending on severity of the imbalance  

11) Observe the changes happening 

 

 

All Cards must be kept in a protective cover and be with you at all times. 

 

 

1) The card must be used by the owner of the card only.  

2) Once activated it will only help that person. 

 

Care of the Card

Remarks



OUR SOLUTION CARD

Historically we already know the value and power of 

symbols, words, colors, paper and any form of 

matter, in which an essence of the same universal 

consciousness exists. All the knowledge has been 

assimilated, integrated and then imprinted on the 

Solution Series of Cards along with the MEF 

Science, which has thereby created a unique 

system. he Solution Series of Cards help one repair 

Brief Description

Use

and modify all the imbalances whether it is physically, mentally, and/or emotionally from 

the past, present and/or for the future. It is embodied to help enrich and balance at a 

customized level. It's a system, which helps one correct imbalance at the karmic, 

astrological, health (physically, mentally, and/or emotionally) and on spiritual levels. This 

will help one to fulfill their very purpose of life, which is the unique desire of our spirit. 

Solution cards can be made to help for any imbalance in creation such as for ones family, 

home, business and/or environment. Remember these are powerful customized systems 

and help only the individual family, home or business whose name has been written 

Moksha, liberation, salvation and very purpose of life can be attained by anyone and 

anything at any time. There is no question of waiting it happens and it happens in the 

NOW. The OUR Solution Card is for immediate family (first generation) and/or group of 

friends. It can be customized to ones goals and/or needs. 

1) Name of the family or group in the front of the card and country of residence. 

2) Stick a photo at the back of the card in the middle with photo facing front of the card. 

3) Write the names below each person on the photo. 

4) For more effective results place fingerprints of the owners and members with oil on the 

back of the card. 

5) On the front of the card go from the edge to the center in a clockwise fashion and 

activate each symbol by making a dot on its nine corners. Please note that you should use 

the DRPF Stylo to do this. 

 



OUR SOLUTION CARD

6) Once you have completed the activation of each word then make a 3.6 clockwise spiral 

over each word and the whole card. 

7) This process should be completed by the owner or a Life Consultant using the DRPF Stylo. 

8) The life consultant can guide you on where to place the card, based on where your 

group works together. 

9) On a daily basis each member of this group should connect with this card by focusing on 

their heart and placing their hands an inch away from the card for at least 30 seconds. 

  

 

All Cards must be kept in a protective cover and be with you at all times. 

 

 

1) The card must be used by the owner of the card only.  

2) Once activated it will only help that person. 

 

Care of the Card

Remarks



HANDKERCHIEF

Brief Description

The ACE MEF Handkerchief helps the body to evoke its natural youthfulness, balance and 

glow - as a passive facial. 

 

Benefits: 

1) Natural Face Lift 

2) Natural Tightness 

3) Natural Glow 

4) Natural Youthfulness 

How to Use:
One can use it every night before going to sleep, by covering the entire face and focusing 

sequentially on: 

1) Chin for 9 breaths 

2) Lower Lip for 9 breaths 

3) Upper Lip for 9 breaths 

4) Left Cheek for 9 breaths 

5) Right Cheek for 9 breath 

6) Nose for 9 breaths 

7) Left Ear for 9 breaths 

8) Right Ear for 9 breaths 

9) Left Eye for 9 breaths 

10) Forehead for 9 breaths 

 

After you have completed all of the above, the next exercise will be IN OUT IN: 

1) Place the plain side of the handkerchief (IN) on the face for 9 breaths 

2) Turn it around where the text and logos are towards the face (OUT) for 9 breaths 

3) Turn it around again plain side of the handkerchief (IN) on the face for 9 breaths 

Remarks
Hand Wash in cold water.



DSR HANDKERCHIEF 

   Buddha (mercury) - intellect, speech, communication, skills

   Sukra (venus) - love, pleasure, sex, happiness, manners, vitality

   Chandra (moon) - peace of mind, motherly, nurturing

   Kuja/Mangala (mars) - opinion/discipline, logic

   Raahu (north or ascending lunar node) - obsession, attachment, distorted perception,   

psychic ability

   Shani (Saturn) - ambition, responsibility, perseverance, capacity for hard work

   Ketu Ketu (south or descending lunar node) - dissatisfaction, solitude, liberation

   Guru (Jupiter) knowledge, expansion (children education) teacher, optimism

   Surya (sun) - soul, confidence, consistency, power, self growth, development, father

Properties 
The Destiny Solution Handkerchief keeps us in a balanced state and 

helps us achieve our potential. On this Handkerchief you will see 

representations of Navagraha (nine planetary houses), nine elements 

and the twelve seasons (raashis). As for the Navagraha, each of 

these planets have specific vibrations in the cosmos, which relate to 

different aspects of life and parts of our body.

The nine elements below represent the guardians that are responsible for protecting the 

nine directions of the world. They are also known as the Ashta Dikpalakas

   Ishana (Guardian of knowledge/ Shiva)– North East

   Indra (Guardian of sky and rain) – East

   Agni (Guardian of fire) – South East

   Yama (Guardian of death) – South

   Nirrti (Guardian of hidden realms and sorrows)– South West

   Varuna (Guardian of water) – West

   Vaayu (Guardian of wind) – North West

   Kubera (Guardian of wealth) - North

   Surya (Sun God) – the Central Sun



DSR HANDKERCHIEF 

There are 12 Rashis. It signifies the placement of the moon during the time of birth of an 

individual. It is also known as our moon sign and holds great importance in the predictions 

of the daily life of an individual.

  1) Mesha (Aries)             4) Karka (Cancer)     7) Tula (Libra)                10) Makara (Capricorn) 

 2) Vrishabha (Taurus)     5) Simha (Leo)          8) Vrischika (Scorpio)     11) Kumbha (Aquarius) 

 3) Mithuna (Gemini)       6)  Kanya (Virgo)       9) Dhanu (Saggitarius)  12) Meena (Pisces)

Lastly, there are 27 nakshatras (constellations) forming a belt, against backdrop of which 

the zodiacs are considered. Nakshatras are the backbone of astrology. Below are the 27 

nakshatras.

  1) Ashwini                2) Bharini                 3) Krittika           4) Rohini            5) Mrigasira     

 6) Ardra                    7) Punarvaasu         8) Pushya           9) Aslesha         10) Magha      

 11) Purva Phalguni    12) Uttara Phalguni  13) Hasta           14) Chitra           15) Swati 

16) Vishaka               17) Anuradha            18) Jyestha         19) Moola          20) Purvasadha 

21) Uttaraasadha    22) Shravana           23) Dhanista     24) Satabisa     25) PurvaBhadrapada 

26) UttaraBhadrapada  27) Revati

Benefits: 

 

1) Natural Face Lift 

2) Natural Tightness 

3) Natural Glow 

4) Natural Youthfulness



DSR HANDKERCHIEF

How to Use:

One can use it every night before going to sleep, by covering the entire face and focusing 

sequentially on: 

 

1) Chin for 9 breaths 

2) Lower Lip for 9 breaths 

3) Upper Lip for 9 breaths 

4) Left Cheek for 9 breaths 

5) Right Cheek for 9 breath 

6) Nose for 9 breaths 

7) Left Ear for 9 breaths 

8) Right Ear for 9 breaths 

9) Left Eye for 9 breaths 

10) Forehead for 9 breaths 

 

After you have completed all of the above, the next exercise will be IN OUT IN: 

 

1) Place the plain side of the handkerchief (IN) on the face for 9 breaths 

2) Turn it around where the text and logos are towards the face (OUT) for 9 breaths 

3) Turn it around again plain side of the handkerchief (IN) on the face for 9 breaths 

Remarks
Hand Wash in cold water.



EYE MASK 

1) Wear it on the forehead, close your eyes, bring your focus in the space between the mask 

and the forehead and breathe minimum 9 times. 

2) Use it as an Eye Mask and have a short nap. 

3) It can also be used while meditating. 

 

Brief Description

How to Use 

When one wears the ACE MEF Eye Mask it helps the body to naturally:

1) Evoke the self-wellbeing process 

2) Come to athoughtless state 

3) Bring a about a balance of the right and left brain 

hemisphere 

4) Improve Eyesight 

5) Get Good Sleep 

6) Start the self-enriching process of the glands - pituitary 

and pineal glands. Hence, sustaining youthfulness. 

7) Self correct imbalances such as stress, confusion, memory 

issues etc. 

Size 
NA

Remarks : Hand Wash in cold water 



SCARF 

1) Place the middle of the scarf (tag is exactly the middle) on the center of your head 

2) One half is at the back all the way down your spine 

3) The other half in the front going all the way till your root 

4) Lie down. You may go into a deep state of sleep. 

5) This helps balance the endocrine systems, nerve plexuses, energy centers and the spine. 

6) Additionally, it could be wrapped/tied around any body part or organ to strengthen and 

balance the area. For instance, women can tie the MEF Scarf around their stomach to 

reduce menstrual pain. 

Properties 

How to Use 

Keep yourself warm, balanced and energized with the ACE MEF scarf! 

 

Other than its regular uses, the ACE MEF scarf is a 

tool to consciously help any physical, mental or 

emotional problems

.

Remarks : Hand Wash in cold water or Dry Clean.



DSR SCARF 

   Buddha (mercury) - intellect, speech, communication, skills

   Sukra (venus) - love, pleasure, sex, happiness, manners, vitality

   Chandra (moon) - peace of mind, motherly, nurturing

   Kuja/Mangala (mars) - opinion/discipline, logic

   Raahu (north or ascending lunar node) - obsession, attachment, distorted perception,   

psychic ability

   Shani (Saturn) - ambition, responsibility, perseverance, capacity for hard work

   Ketu Ketu (south or descending lunar node) - dissatisfaction, solitude, liberation

   Guru (Jupiter) knowledge, expansion (children education) teacher, optimism

   Surya (sun) - soul, confidence, consistency, power, self growth, development, father

Properties 
The Destiny Solution Scarf keeps us in a balanced state and helps us 

achieve our potential. On this scarf you will see representations of 

Navagraha (nine planetary houses), nine elements and the twelve 

seasons (raashis). As for the Navagraha, each of these planets have 

specific vibrations in the cosmos, which relate to different aspects of 

life and parts of our body.

The nine elements below represent the guardians that are responsible for protecting the 

nine directions of the world. They are also known as the Ashta Dikpalakas

   Ishana (Guardian of knowledge/ Shiva)– North East

   Indra (Guardian of sky and rain) – East

   Agni (Guardian of fire) – South East

   Yama (Guardian of death) – South

   Nirrti (Guardian of hidden realms and sorrows)– South West

   Varuna (Guardian of water) – West

   Vaayu (Guardian of wind) – North West

   Kubera (Guardian of wealth) - North

   Surya (Sun God) – the Central Sun



DSR SCARF 

There are 12 Rashis. It signifies the placement of the moon during the time of birth of an 

individual. It is also known as our moon sign and holds great importance in the predictions 

of the daily life of an individual.

  1) Mesha (Aries)             4) Karka (Cancer)     7) Tula (Libra)                10) Makara (Capricorn) 

 2) Vrishabha (Taurus)     5) Simha (Leo)          8) Vrischika (Scorpio)     11) Kumbha (Aquarius) 

 3) Mithuna (Gemini)       6)  Kanya (Virgo)       9) Dhanu (Saggitarius)  12) Meena (Pisces)

Lastly, there are 27 nakshatras (constellations) forming a belt, against backdrop of which 

the zodiacs are considered. Nakshatras are the backbone of astrology. Below are the 27 

nakshatras.

  1) Ashwini                2) Bharini                 3) Krittika           4) Rohini            5) Mrigasira     

 6) Ardra                    7) Punarvaasu         8) Pushya           9) Aslesha         10) Magha      

 11) Purva Phalguni    12) Uttara Phalguni  13) Hasta           14) Chitra           15) Swati 

16) Vishaka               17) Anuradha            18) Jyestha         19) Moola          20) Purvasadha 

21) Uttaraasadha    22) Shravana           23) Dhanista     24) Satabisa     25) PurvaBhadrapada 

26) UttaraBhadrapada  27) Revati

The mantras written on the Destiny Solution scarf are related to all of the above. It is 

there to help us invoke that particular aspect in us and bring about a balance in our 

health, wealth, wisdom, career, business, relationships and environment. 

 

Other than its regular uses, the DSR scarf is a tool to consciously help any physical, 

mental or emotional problems. 

 

 



DSR SCARF 

How to Use: 

 

1) Place the scarf on all your chakras from the crown chakra to the root chakra, while lying 

down. 

2) The scarf helps balance the endocrine systems, nerve plexuses, energy centers and the 

spine. 

3) Additionally, it could be wrapped/tied around any body part or organ to strengthen and 

balance the area. For instance, women can tie the DSR Scarf around their stomach to 

reduce menstrual pain. 

Remarks: A cold handwash with gentle detergent is the preferred method of cleaning 

the DSR Scarf. 



DSR SHAWL 

Buddha (mercury) - intellect, speech, communication, skills

Sukra (venus) - love, pleasure, sex, happiness, manners, vitality

Chandra (moon) - peace of mind, motherly, nurturing

Kuja/Mangala (mars) - opinion/discipline, logic

Raahu (north or ascending lunar node) - obsession, attachment, distorted perception,   

psychic ability

Shani (Saturn) - ambition, responsibility, perseverance, capacity for hard work

Ketu Ketu (south or descending lunar node) - dissatisfaction, solitude, liberation

Guru (Jupiter) knowledge, expansion (children education) teacher, optimism

Surya (sun) - soul, confidence, consistency, power, self growth, development, father

Properties 

The Destiny Solution shawl keeps us in a balanced state and helps us 

achieve our potential. On this shawl you will see representations of 

Navagraha (nine planetary houses), nine elements and the twelve 

seasons (raashis). As for the Navagraha, each of these planets have 

specific vibrations in the cosmos, which relate to different aspects of 

life and parts of our body.

.

The nine elements below represent the guardians that are responsible for protecting the 

nine directions of the world. They are also known as the Ashta Dikpalakas

Ishana (Guardian of knowledge/ Shiva)– North East

Indra (Guardian of sky and rain) – East

Agni (Guardian of fire) – South East

Yama (Guardian of death) – South

Nirrti (Guardian of hidden realms and sorrows)– South West

Varuna (Guardian of water) – West

Vaayu (Guardian of wind) – North West

Kubera (Guardian of wealth) - North

Surya (Sun God) – the Central Sun



DSR SHAWL 

There are 12 Rashis. It signifies the placement of the moon during the time of birth of an 

individual. It is also known as our moon sign and holds great importance in the predictions 

of the daily life of an individual.

  1) Mesha (Aries)             4) Karka (Cancer)     7) Tula (Libra)                10) Makara (Capricorn) 

 2) Vrishabha (Taurus)     5) Simha (Leo)          8) Vrischika (Scorpio)     11) Kumbha (Aquarius) 

 3) Mithuna (Gemini)       6)  Kanya (Virgo)       9) Dhanu (Saggitarius)  12) Meena (Pisces)

Lastly, there are 27 nakshatras (constellations) forming a belt, against backdrop of which 

the zodiacs are considered. Nakshatras are the backbone of astrology. Below are the 27 

nakshatras.

  1) Ashwini                2) Bharini                 3) Krittika           4) Rohini            5) Mrigasira     

 6) Ardra                    7) Punarvaasu         8) Pushya           9) Aslesha         10) Magha      

 11) Purva Phalguni    12) Uttara Phalguni  13) Hasta           14) Chitra           15) Swati 

16) Vishaka               17) Anuradha            18) Jyestha         19) Moola          20) Purvasadha 

21) Uttaraasadha    22) Shravana           23) Dhanista     24) Satabisa     25) PurvaBhadrapada 

26) UttaraBhadrapada  27) Revati

The mantras written on the Destiny Solution shawl are related to all of the above. It is 

there to help us invoke that particular aspect in us and bring about a balance in our 

health, wealth, wisdom, career, business, relationships and environment. 

 

Moreover, placing the shawl from the crown chakra to the root chakra, while lying down 

will help you feel energized. Additionally, it could be wrapped/tied around any body part 

or organ to strengthen and balance the area. For instance, women can tie the DSR Shawl 

around their stomach to reduce menstrual pain. 

 

Remarks: A cold handwash with gentle detergent is the preferred method of cleaning 

the DSR Shawl. 



FLEXI PAD 

1) Normally the written side faces the body however, the individual should try both the 

sides and decide which side feels good. 

2) Make sure it is held in place by either wrapping a bandage/cloth around it. 

3) It should be placed on the imbalanced area for 27 minutes once to thrice a day 

depending on the intensity of the problem. 

4) Eventually, when the body gets adjusted where it throughout the day. 

 

It can be used for firming of the bust, hips, buttocks etc. Ideally, use two ACE MEF Flexi 

Pads for firming of these areas however, it can be done one by one by following the 

same 27 minute procedure.

Brief Description

How to Use 

The ACE MEF Flexi Pad is flexible and hence can mould 

for any part of the body in order to help in balancing 

the organ effected.

It is a dynamic tool as the body will pick whatever level it 

requires.

Remarks 

1) DO NOT directly put it on the skin. Put it on top of an cotton undergarment (for 

example - vest), this is done in order to avoid the Flexi Pad getting soiled by sweat or 

body fluids. 

2) Otherwise get a mini pillow case or cotton cloth pocket for the Flexi Pad and then 

place it at the required body part. 

3) DO NOT WASH 



CUSHION COVER 

Properties & Use

It can be also be used during meditation:-  

On an average, eight hours of the day is spent sleeping. 

In this fast paced world, many people are surviving on 

lack of sleep and often times suffer from exhaustion, 

stress and aches. 

 

First and fore most put a cushion inside the ACE MEF 

Cushion Cover. While resting you can hold it towards 

any part of your body with the logo facing you. 

 

This will bring about sound sleep and you will wake up 

balanced, energized, and ache free 

Remarks 
Hand Wash in Cold Water OR Dry Clean. 

1) Put it on your lap with the logo towards the body. 

2) If you are sitting on the cushion during the meditation and want to be grounded the 

logo should be towards earth/ground. 



WALL POCKET 

Properties & Use

The ACE MEF Wall Pocket is meant for enriching our daily 

consumable products such as toothpaste, mouthwash, 

shampoo, shaving cream/gel, shower gel, facial creams, 

lotion and so on. 

 

It takes 27 minutes to enrich the product and when you take 

it out it starts discharging. 

 

Hence, it is always ideal to keep our daily consumable 

products in the ACE MEF Wall Pocket at all times. 

 

This also enriches the room in which it is hung. 

Remarks 
None



    SAMPOORNA KALPA SARI

Properties & Use

Keep yourself colorful, balanced and energized with 

the Sampoorna Kalpa Sari. The Sari is designed to help 

female related issues in the abdomen area, pelvic region 

and reproductive organs come to a balance. 

 

The Sampoorna Kalpa Sari should be worn to consciously 

keep the general well being of your physical, mental or 

emotional bodies in balance. 

 

1) The Sampoorna Kalpa Sari helps the body to get naturally well, relieve pain, stress and 

fear. Since the Sari covers the entire body, the whole body is enriched in one time. 

 

2) It triggers the Sampoorna Kalpa process in an individual. The Sampoorna Kalpa process 

involves the body's natural ability to cleanse and rejuvenate the physical body (annamya 

kosha), life force body (pranamya kosha), mental body (manomya kosha), knowledge body 

(gyanamya kosha), bliss body (anandamya kosha). 

 

3) It helps sustain the changes made from the Sampoorna Kalpa process. 

Remarks 
If you have purchased silk fabric DO NOT WASH – ONLY DRY CLEAN.



12L MINI DISC

Brief Description

The 12L Mini Disc works 120 times above the 

quality of light. It is a tool that should be used 

after the jumpstart process started by the 

12L Stylo to preserve and sustain the 

consciousness enrichment in self, others and 

ALL. It combats the effects of EMF’s generated 

by ALL electronic equipment that we use in our 

daily lives.

Benefits & Properties:

There are two sides of the disc IN and OUT. The side with text written in a clockwise 

circle is IN and the side with the DRPF logo is OUT. 

 

Radiation is of 2 types: Healthy (uniform waves) and Unhealthy (irregular waves). 

Unhealthy radiation wants to become healthy, and for this it needs energy. 

 

It can be used to enhance athletic performance, relieve pain, fasten the healing 

process of any injury and help keep the entire body energized and balanced. 

 

Moreover, the process can be further enhanced by using body oil or versatile oil before 

sticking the MEF 12L Disc on to the affected area. 

Use

The MEF 12L Mini Disc has been designed to be used for localized purposes. It can be 

placed on specific organs or injuries or any imbalanced areas with the use of surgical 

tape to stick it on.



12L MINI DISC

Our body recognizes the complete and beautiful structure of our products and resonates 

with them. The body itself generates all the energies. Our products just help to switch on 

the consciousness of the generating ability within our body.

Size
Standard

Remarks
The MEF 12L Mini Disc has been designed to be used for localized purposes. It can be 

placed on specific organs or injuries or any imbalanced areas with the use of surgical 

tape to stick it on.



BRACELET 1ST GEN

Benefits & Properties

When one wears the ACE MEF Bracelet 1st Gen it helps the body to naturally: 

 

1) Evoke the self-wellbeing process. 

2) Come to a thoughtless state. 

3) Evoke the Awareness, Consciousness and Energy 

in order to Manifest, Enrich & Fulfill. 

4) Improve strength, stability, flexibility, mental clarity 

and performance at every level of existence. 

5) Enhance cellular permeability, nutrition and 

detoxification. 

6) Ease imbalances present physically (pains), mentally (stress), emotionally 

(Stress, anger etc.) and so on. 

7) Boost the immune and endocrine systems 

8) Sustain Youthfulness. 

How to Use:
One can wear it as a bracelet and feel balanced throughout the day or for 15-20 

minutes three times a day. 

 

It can also be used for specific purposes described below. First and foremost, the IN 

OUT IN process has to be applied. 

 

1) IN - MEF faces the body for 9 breaths. 

2) OUT - Turn it around for 9 breaths. 

3) IN - MEF faces the body for 9 breaths. 



BRACELET 1ST GEN

For Example:

1) Place it on the forehead (IN OUT IN) to get a relief from a headache, calm the mind, 

improve focus etc. 

2) Place it on affected body parts such as the neck, knee, back, shoulder, ankle etc. to 

relieve stiffness and soreness. 

3) Place it on any imbalanced organ such as the liver in order to assist in the self- 

healing process. 

Size
NA 

Remarks
None 



BRACELET 2ND GEN

Benefits & Properties

When one wears the ACE MEF Bracelet 1st Gen it helps the body to naturally: 

 

1) Evoke the self-wellbeing process. 

2) Come to a thoughtless state. 

3) Evoke the Awareness, Consciousness and Energy 

in order to Manifest, Enrich & Fulfill. 

4) Improve strength, stability, flexibility, mental clarity 

and performance at every level of existence. 

5) Enhance cellular permeability, nutrition and 

detoxification. 

6) Ease imbalances present physically (pains), 

mentally (stress), emotionally 

(Stress, anger etc.) and so on. 

7) Boost the immune and endocrine systems 

8) Sustain Youthfulness. 

How to Use:
One can wear it as a bracelet and feel balanced throughout the day or for 15-20 

minutes three times a day. 

 

It can also be used for specific purposes described below. First and foremost, the IN 

OUT IN process has to be applied. 

 

1) IN - MEF faces the body for 9 breaths. 

2) OUT - Turn it around for 9 breaths. 

3) IN - MEF faces the body for 9 breaths. 



BRACELET 2ND GEN

For Example:

1) Place it on the forehead (IN OUT IN) to get a relief from a headache, calm the mind, 

improve focus etc. 

2) Place it on affected body parts such as the neck, knee, back, shoulder, ankle etc. to 

relieve stiffness and soreness. 

3) Place it on any imbalanced organ such as the liver in order to assist in the self- 

healing process. 

Size
NA 

Remarks
None 



STUDDED PENDANT

Benefits 

The ACE MEF Studded Pendant is a tool for Living Aesthetics and when one wears the 

pendant it helps the body to naturally: 

 

1) Evoke the self wellbeing process. 

2) Come to a thoughtless state. 

3) Evoke the Awareness, Consciousness and Energy in order 

to Manifest, Enrich & Fulfill. 

4) Improve strength, stability, flexibility, mental clarity and 

performance at every level of existence. 

5) Enhance cellular permeability, nutrition and detoxification. 

6) Ease imbalances present physically (pains), mentally (stress), emotionally (stress, anger 

etc.) and so on. 

7) Boost the immune and endocrine systems. 

8) Sustain Youthfulness. 

9) It helps us sustain the balance and wellbeing which we create for ourselves as a result 

of any kind of exercises. Hence, each day you will grow a step ahead. 

How to Use:
1) Passive Use: 

Wearing the pendant on a daily basis holds the structure of our wellbeing process. 

2) Active Use 

1) The ACE MEF Studded Pendant can be used for a facial, body and organ massage in a 

organized clockwise circular fashion. 

2) For the face one uses it with an oil such as a Beauty Oil. For the body one uses it with 

a Body Oil. 

3) For an organ one uses it with the Versatile Oil. 

Remarks
NA



ACE MEF FLASK 

Brief Description: 

The ACE to MEF Flask – LJ Water has been processed to 

charge your water or any other cold or hot drink, which you 

consume on a daily basis. The benefit of drinking from the 

LJ Water flask is that it works on all the acupressure points 

present on our tongue hence, reaching out to our entire body. 

The drink consumed will be charged to refresh and strengthen 

our entire body. 

 

The ACE to MEF Flask - LJ Oil is used to charge any oil, which 

can be applied on the body and be edible as well. Hence, 

bringing about a balance to our inner body, outer body and food which is being 

consumed as well. 

 
Usually, the ACE to MEF Flasks is given as one of the remedies for the ACE to MEF 

Solution and/or Life Journey Solutions. The Life Journey solutions are customized for each 

individual. It involves using fingerprints, which are unique to every individual/identity and 

the sound of our name. 

 

It is our fingerprints and sound of our name, which are passed on from one lifetime to the 

other. 

 

ACE MEF Solutions work from the root level to bring about a balance. Therefore, we at 

DRPF give you an ACE MEF Life Journey solution to add an immeasurable value to the Life 

Journey correction process. The ACE MEF Solution works to clear the karma of the current 

life and ALL lives past and future, to finally attain Moksha and become one with the ALL. It 

helps to bring about a balance in your health, wealth, wisdom, career, business, 

relationships and environment. The ACE MEF Solution balances the flow of Awareness, 

Consciousness and Energy in your system. 

 



BLS MUG (BALANCED LIFE
SOLUTION)

Brief Description: 

The BLS (Balanced Life Solution) Mug has been processed to charge your water or any 

other cold or hot drink, which you consume on a daily basis. Interesting fact, our tongue 

has acupressure points representing our entire body. Hence, any drink consumed from the 

BLS mug will work on all these points and our sense of taste. The drink consumed will be 

charged to refresh and strengthen our entire body. 

 

Balanced Life Solution is a program conducted by DRPF wherein one learns the natural 

way of life that one follows for the external and internal body balance. By living a 

Balanced Life, we aim to achieve a balanced coexistence with ALL in this Universe. 

 



ACE MEF SESAME OIL

Brief Description: 

There are three varieties of sesame seeds; black, white and red. 

The white seeds are extremely rich in calcium and are useful in 

all cases of calcium deficiency. 

 

White Sesame Seed Oil is: 

Vitamin E 

Sesame oil is high in vitamin E, containing 75 percent of the recommended daily allowance 

in 1 oz. It also contains sesaminol and sesamin, which help increase vitamin E activity within 

the body. Vitamin E helps reduce the risk of heart disease and may protect the body from 

cancer. 

 

B-Complex Vitamins 

Sesame oil is high in multiple forms of B-complex vitamins, which promote healthy 

development of several different systems in the body. B vitamins contained in sesame oil 

include thiamin and riboflavin (B1 and B2--for overall energy level), niacin (B3--for skin, 

nerve and digestive (health ), pantothetic acid (B5--for overall growth and development), 

pyroxide (B6--for nerve blood and immune system health) and folic acid (B9--for DNA and 

red blood cellhealth). 

 

Proteins and Fats 

Sesame oil is high in monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids. These fats are high 

in omega-6, which can help prevent and treat multiple diseases. It is also high in amino 

acids, which build up proteins. 

An emollient that softens the skin

A nourishing tonic

An emmenagogue that stimulates menstruation

A demulcent or soothing laxative and diuretic

Properties and Benefits: 



ACE MEF SESAME OIL

Minerals 

Sesame oil is also high in minerals. It contains the elements of calcium, copper, iron, 

magnesium, manganese, phosphorous, selenium and zinc. These help strengthen muscular 

and skeletal development. The oil extracted from sesame seeds is of very high medicinal 

quality. Charak, the great medical authority of ancient India, has said that of all the oils, 

the sesame-oil is the best. It has the finest flavor and a high boiling point. This latter 

quality is important from the health point of view, for it indicates that less molecular 

restructuring takes place in sesame oil than any other seed oil. 

Gargle with 1 teaspoon of Sesame Oil first thing in the morning.

Do the ears and nose with the processed Q-tips and Sesame Oil as you

Continue to gargle.

Spit Out

Sip the charged water gargle and swallow. (Water is charged using the ACE to MEF 

Flexi Pad or 9L/11L Disc for at least 27 minutes.)

Brush Teeth

After bath - keep body wet.

Take Sesame Oil on palms - rub slightly and dab it all over the body.

Then rub the oil going towards the center (heart) Example upwards for legs, 

downwards from shoulders, upwards from stomach etc.

Take a couple of drops of sesame oil mixed with the charged water and apply it to 

the face. Those who have the MEF Water Spray please use that with the oil for the 

face. Upward movement for neck, cheeks and forehead. Sideways movement for 

nose and ears. Around the eyes with the ring finger. Those who have the ACE MEF 

Scepter please follow the procedure which was taught during Living Aesthetics.

How to Use: 



MEF WATER SPRAY

Benefits 
Water is the most important nutrient and comprises about 

three quarters of the mass of the human body. Every cell 

in our body requires water in order to complete its function 

and provide energy to the rest of the body. 

 

One, out of many of water’s function in the human body, 

is to cleanse. And we all know, that in order to be able to 

manifest anything, one must first de-manifest or cleanse. 

 

With the current state of the environment degrading day by day, the quality of water we 

consume has also been affected. The Water molecules form larger clusters making the 

molecules heavier, viscous and difficult to diffuse through membranes. Additionally, it 

doesn’t carry along with it, the capacity to generate. 

 

By including the Potent MEF Water in your daily life you shall trigger the life force 

generating capability of body water by de-clustering the existing water molecules, making 

them lighter, flowing, diffusible and fractal. 

 

Also remember that water is the only universal cure to any problem one may be facing. 

Use

One can start the enrichment process by applying a few drops on one’s face or the 

affected area (organ or skin etc.) Spread it evenly making 3.6 clockwise spirals and let the 

skin absorb the water. 

 

Ingredients
Water



MEF WATER SPRAY

Size
100 ML 

Remarks
Keep the bottle closed airtight and stored in a cool dry place (refrigerator) to ensure it’s 

permanent shelf life.

Improve the health of your plants and pets by spraying a few drops of Potent MEF Water 

on the plants / pets.



CONSCIOUSNESS  
BRINE SALT

Properties

The health benefits of using natural Rock Salt are:

Controls the water levels within the body, i.e. regulating them for proper functioning.

Promotes stable pH balance in the cells, including the brain.

Encourages excellent blood sugar health.

Aids in reducing the common signs of aging.

Promotes cellular hydroelectric energy creation.

Promotes increased absorption capacities of food elements within the intestinal tract.

Aids vascular health.

Supports healthy respiratory function.

Lowers incidence of sinus problems, and promotes over-all sinus health.

Reduces muscle cramps.

Increases bone strength.

Naturally promotes healthy sleep patterns.

Creates a healthy libido.

Brief Description
In view of the benefits of Natural Rock Salts to the 

human body, DRPF MEF Consciousness Brine Salts 

is designed to help the body additionally create its 

Life Force naturally while utilizing the qualities of 

rock salts.

“White Gold” or natural rock salt contains the same 84 natural 

minerals and elements found in the human body. This crystalline 

salt has also been maturing over the past 250 million years under intense tectonic 

pressure, creating an environment of zero exposure to toxins and impurities. This salt’s 

unique cellular structure allows it to store vibrational energy. Its minerals exist in a 

colloidal form, i.e. they are tiny enough for our cells to easily absorb them.



CONSCIOUSNESS  
BRINE SALT

In combination with water, it is necessary for blood pressure regulation.

Prevents cellulite, in comparison to table salt.

Reduces chances of developing rheumatism, arthritis and gout, when compared to 

common chemically- treated salt.

Reduces chances of developing kidney and gall bladder stones.

Fights Diabetes & Normalizes Blood Sugar.

Eliminate Psoriasis and Acne Problems.

Digestive Disorders.

Promotes Vascular Health.

Healthy Dental Hygiene.

Clears Ear Infections.

Eliminates Foot Fungus.

Prevents Motion Sickness.

Clears Sore Throats.

Regulates Menstrual Disturbances.

Relieves Headaches.



PENDULUM – LIFE
CONSULTANTS

The ACE to MEF Pendulum is used as a tool to 
answer yes/no questions and scan various aspects 
of life. For instance, a Life Consultant may use it 
as a tool to scan the environment, potential of a 
client at their physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual level. At the physical level, the various 
organs can also be scanned. It can be used to 
jumpstart the self-healing process for a client. 
 
The pendulum when suspended from a stationary position will usually swing back and 
forth, left and right or in a circular motion (clockwise/anticlockwise). This movement 
differs from person to person. 

Brief Description

This pendulum has 7 colored lights alternating when it is switched on, which represent the 
chakras and can be used for light therapy. Each of the 7 colors represents the following:

Violet - spirituality
Indigo – self awareness, intuition
Blue – communicative, peace,
Green – vitality, wealth, growth, balance, health
Yellow – optimism, happiness, wisdom
Orange – fresh, youth, creativity
Red – passion, excitement, energy, security

The ACE to MEF Pendulum is usually used by Life Consultants who have been trained by 
DRPF.



STYLO – LIFE  
CONSULTANTS

The DRPF Stylo is a 2 Dimension Potent 
ACE to MEF tool that jumpstarts a speedy 
awareness, consciousness and energy 
enrichment process for self, others and 
ALL.

Brief Description

Benefits & Properties: 
There are 2 ends to the DRPF Stylo. The writing end is considered as IN and the other 
end is considered as OUT. You may write your problem along with the resolution you 
want, with the Stylo, on a piece of paper on which you practice a consecutive 27 day or 
longer strengthening process, as described below, you will begin to see improvements. 

Use 
Self-Treatment 

 
Take one of the following positions before starting your self-treatment: 
 
1 – Lie down straight on your bed. 
2 – Sit down with back straight. 
 
Note: Keep your eyes closed during the whole process. Hold the DRPF Stylo in your right 
hand facing the IN side to your body at all times. You do not need to touch the Stylo to 
your body. Make sure you do not move your wrist while making rotations with the Stylo, 
move your arm from your elbow. 
 
Any rotations made starts with a clockwise spiral movement going from big to small 
(CONTRACTING). If you feel there is discomfort or a block that needs to open up, then 
the Stylo can be used in a clockwise spiral movement going from small to big 
(EXPANDING). 



STYLO – LIFE  
CONSULTANTS

1. Take the Stylo above the center of your head and make a 3.6 contracting clockwise 
spiral movement. 
2. Next, bring it to the point in between both your eyebrows on your forehead and do as 
above. 
3. Direct it towards the middle of your neck in the front and do as above. 
4. In front of the center of your chest and do as above. 
5. Take it to the solar plexus area (below the chest area and above the naval) and do as 
above. 
6. Next take the Stylo just below the naval and do as above. 
7. At the pelvic region take the Stylo and do as above. 
8. After activating the 7 chakras / nerve plexuses (in relation to our endocrine gland); 
make 3.6 CONTRACTING clockwise rotations at all the joints (shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, 
knee and ankle). When you finish the right shoulder move to the left shoulder, then move 
to the left elbow, right elbow, right wrist, left wrist and so on. Ensure that you balance 
both sides and never cross the body diagonally to go to the next joint. 
9. Do 3 clockwise rotations from big to small for the right half of the body, 3 clockwise 
rotations from big to small for the left half of the body and a 3.6 spiral from big to small 
for the full body. 
10. After completing the above steps keep your eyes closed for 9 / 18 / 27 minutes. 
11. Slowly move your fingers and toes, rub your palms together and place it on your eyes. 
12. Gently open your eyes. If you experience any dizziness, keep your eyes closed for a 
little while longer. Observe any changes you feel in your body. 

Environment Correction 
All the eight corners of the house OR room can be energized by the DRPF Stylo. Point the 
Stylo downwards and make 3.6 EXPANDING AND 3.6 CONTRACTING clockwise rotations. 
Do it at all the 8 corners and center of the house OR room. It balances the entire area 
and energizes the entire room or house. It repairs the Vaastu also. We can energize the 
area of floor OR the room and the energy expands in all directions. 

Size : N/A 
 
Remarks : None 



MASSAGE BAR – LIFE
CONSULTANTS

The Masaje Cilindro is a versatile tool; it is an 
optical crystal, which has 9 faces and 2 ends. 
There is an end, which is protruding and that is 
the end, which is considered as IN. The other end 
is flatter and that is considered as OUT. 
The Masaje Cilindro has gone through its time 
in absolute silence as a result of which it evokes 
a rise of potential to correct imbalances by 
strengthening ones awareness, consciousness, 
energy in order to manifest, enrich and fulfill 
whatever they want to. It is used wherever there is an imbalance, be it a human body, 
animal, plant or environment and all its elements; earth, air, water, fire, space and time.

Brief Description

Use: 
 
Life Consultant: 
All Life Consultants who have completed the Life Consultant Advanced MEF Techniques 
workshop have been trained to use the ACE MEF Masaje Cilindro during one on one 
Transformation & Wellness Sessions. Based on the scans completed by a Life Consultant 
for the client, an Organ Transformation & Wellness Massage Session may be advised. 
These sessions are done to help the body bring about a balance in the physiological or 
functional imbalance. Moreover, it is an added complement to help balance an 
anatomical problem, functional problem, tumors and/or cancers. 
 
Self Treatment: 
If you purchase an ACE to MEF Masaje Cilindro and have not completed the Life 
Consultant Advanced MEF Techniques workshop, please learn a few simple techniques of 
self-treatment from a Life Consultant. The Life Consultant will advise on how many times 
you need to apply this self-treatment based on the severity of the imbalance. 



MASSAGE BAR – LIFE 
CONSULTANTS

The following steps will explain how you can use the ACE to MEF Masaje Cilindro for self-
treatment:

Environment Correction: 

Apply the ACE MEF Sesame Oil or any other oil provided by DRPF on the affected 
organ, which is known as the point of entry.
Place the ACE MEF Handkerchief or ACE MEF Flexi Pad on the affected organ so we 
know the location of where the massage has to be done.
Then start the organ massage with the Masaje Cilindro.  
Do 3.6 spirals in a clockwise fashion from big to small with the IN OUT IN cycle of 
3/5/7/9 depending on the severity of the problem.
Once you’ve completed all the affected organs, do a 3.6 clockwise spiral (only IN) big 
to small for all your 7 chakras/energy centers.
After activating the 7 chakras make 3.6 CONTRACTING clockwise rotations at all the 
joints (shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee and ankle). When you finish the right shoulder 
move to the left shoulder, then move to the left elbow, right elbow, right wrist, left 
wrist and so on for the hips, knee and ankles.
Ensure that you balance both sides and never cross the body diagonally to go to the 
next joint.
Do 3 clockwise rotations from big to small for the right half of the body, 3 clockwise 
rotations from big to small for the left half of the body and a 3.6 spiral from big to 
small for the full body.
After completing the above steps keep your eyes closed for 9 / 18 / 27 minutes.
Slowly move your fingers and toes, rub your palms together and place it on your eyes.
Gently open your eyes. If you experience any dizziness, keep your eyes closed for a 
little while longer. Observe any changes you feel in your body.

This tool can be used to massage the environment and/or remove any blockages, which 
is not allowing a 100% flow of potential. The reach of the massage bar is only the 
atmosphere within the gravitational pull.  Hence, it helps the air element to enrich itself.

Remarks: 
This crystal unlike other crystals is not programmable and can be used by anybody. 



LASER BAR – LIFE
CONSULTANTS

The Cilindro De Laser is a versatile tool; it is an 
optical crystal, which has 9 faces and 2 ends. 
There is an end which is longer than the other, 
and that is the side, which is considered as IN. 
The other end is shorter and that is considered 
as OUT. The cilindro de laser has gone through 
its time in absolute silence as a result of which 
it evokes a rise of potential to correct 
imbalances by strengthening ones awareness, 
consciousness, energy in order to manifest, 
enrich and fulfill whatever they want to. This tool is used by the Life Consultant to 
conduct Energetic Surgery for all aspects of life whether it’s the human form, animal, 
plant and/or environment. ACE Surgery is not meant to cut out and throw, but reverse it 
to its balanced and original state.

Brief Description

Use: 
 
Life Consultant: 
1) Medically, if a surgery has been advised, then do the ACE Surgery session as an added 
complement to the pencil eraser and organ massage technique for unwanted growths 
and anatomical imbalances. 
2) As a life consultant if you have not seen much improvement from the pencil eraser 
and/or organ massage transformation and wellness sessions then an ACE Surgery is 
advised. 
 
Environment Correction: 
1) Based on the scanning of an environment an ACE Surgery might be recommended 
based on the severity of the imbalance in the environment.  Laser is a beam of light, which 
dissolves and cleanses just like a fire – turning it into ashes. That’s how the laser cleanses 
the environment by dissolving anything that is out of balance. 
2) Once the ACE Surgery is completed the whole property can then be further enriched. 
Based on the scanning products may be recommended. 

Remarks: 
This crystal unlike other crystals is not programmable and can be used by anybody. 



    PIRAMID DE EXPANSION –
LIFE CONSULTANTS

The Piramide de Expansion is a tool, which 
naturally enriches and guides our external 
and internal universe to function at our highest 
potential by triggering the de-manifesting and 
manifesting vortexual system to be in perfect 
balance. In fact the pyramid represents the 
manifesting vortex and its mirror image on the 
base represents the de-manifesting vortex. 
 
There are several ways the environment can be 
out of balance such as; geopathic stress, UV or Infra Red radiation and so on.

Brief Description

What is Geopathic Stress? 
We have all learned in school, through our Physics classes, that a magnet has an 
electromagnetic field. Similarly, a running stream of water underground also has a field 
and every other material found under the earth too. We human beings also have a field. 
 
Geopathic stress is the connection between the energies/field of the earth and people’s 
well being. If this field is parallel to our field then that’s great. However, the vibrations 
given out by different earth energies tend to decrease one’s immunity to fight off 
diseases. If certain energies cross our field when we are sleeping, such as - underwater 
currents - then there is a sort of stress or disturbance in our field. This cutting or crossing 
of the field causes our body to be imbalanced. In general, any stress arising from the 
earth, which is not congenial to humans is known as Geopathic Stress. 
 
Signs of Geopathic Stress in the house: 
1. Mould, lichen, moss on areas such as the roof, wall or lawn can be signs of Geopathic 
Stress. 
2. Several animals such as dogs, cows and horses avoid areas which have Geopathic 
Stress. However, ants, wasps, bees and even cats are attracted to Geopathic Stress. 
Hence, if a house is surrounded by any of those following animals/creatures it could be a 
sign of Geopathic Stress. 



    PIRAMID DE EXPANSION – 
LIFE CONSULTANTS

3. A geological fault line may be indicated by the presence of cracks in walls, driveways, 
paving stones, kerbstones and roads. 
4. A gap between hedges, may indicate the position of a line of geopathic stress crossing 
the hedge. 
5. It could be a sign of geopathic stress if neighbors or previous occupants have been in 
poor health. 
 
Geopathic Stress Solutions: 
Ideally, we should leave a place which has Geopathic Stress. But because of rapid 
urbanization we don’t want to leave our space thus, we need to neutralize the stress. 
There are several devices that have been developed to clear a home of the negative 
energies. DRPF has taken one such successful device to the highest level of consciousness 
so that we could manifest, enrich and fulfill this goal of correction of Geopathic Stress, 
which is everlasting. 
 
The Piramide De Expansion not only pushes this stress deeper into the earth, but 
neutralizes the change in the individual. Moreover, it constantly works on correcting the 
disturbance if any and also expanding the very consciousness field of that space. The 
Piramide De Expansion has an effect for several meters. It not only enriches the space, but 
also enriches the surrounding space such as the neighborhood. All these effects are 
measurable with the MEF Consciousness Scanner. 

Use 
 
1) Request a certified Life Consultant to scan and locate the exact position of Geopathic 
Stress. 
2) Activate the Piramide De Expansion under the guidance of a Life Consultant. 
3) Ideally, the Piramde De Expansion should be placed in the center of the environment, 
which is being scanned. However, if it is not a good location to place the pyramid then an 
alternative location can be found by scanning. 
4) It should be placed in a North-South Axis using the compass. 
5) As per your personal beliefs you can chant / sing a hymn while doing the installation 
process. This inculcates the positive sound vibrations into the correction process.



    PIRAMID DE EXPANSION –
LIFE CONSULTANTS

6) Now that the installation process is complete you can ask the Life Consultant to 
measure the balancing field of influence the 12D Geo Environment Device has. 
7) The owner of the home/office should actively go around the Piramide De Expansion in 
a 3.6 clockwise spiral from big to small followed by 3.6 clockwise spiral small to big. If 
other members of the home can do the same on a daily basis it would be very good. 
 
Remarks: 
This crystal unlike other crystals is not programmable and can be used by anybody. 



    CUPULA RADIANTE – LIFE
CONSULTANTS

The ACE to MEF Cupula Radiante is a crystal, 
which has been designed to balance the 8 of 
the 9 Navagrahas (9 houses/planetary positions). 
Graha is a Sanskrit word and is defined as ceasing. 
Each of the 9 grahas, have specific vibrations in 
the cosmos, which influence different aspects of 
the environment and life on Earth. 
 
The following lays out the significance of each graha.

Brief Description

Buddha (mercury) - intellect, speech, communication, skills
Sukra (venus) - love, pleasure, sex, happiness, manners, vitality
Chandra (moon) - peace of mind, motherly, nurturing
Kuja/Mangala (mars) - opinion/discipline, logic
Raahu (north or ascending lunar node) - obsession, attachment, distorted perception, 
psychic ability
Shani (Saturn) - ambition, responsibility, perseverance, capacity for hard work
Ketu (south or descending lunar node) - dissatisfaction, solitude, liberation
Guru (Jupiter) knowledge, expansion (children education) teacher, optimism
Surya (sun) - soul, confidence, consistency, power, self growth, development, father

The planets are constantly moving like clockwork representing movement and time. 
Similarly, the Cupula Radiante has been designed to represent the 8 of the grahas except 
the Surya. Surya is the central aspect of the Navagraha, which is usually represented by 
the Piramide de Expansion.

Request a certified Life Consultant to scan the Navagrahas to see if any imbalance is 
present. (Please note, that sometimes another product might be advised instead of the 
Cupula Radiante based on what the scan recommends for your environment.)
Activate the Cupula Radiante under the guidance of a Life Consultant.
It should be placed in a North-South axis using the compass.

Use



    CUPULA RADIANTE – LIFE
CONSULTANTS

As per your personal beliefs you can chant / sing a hymn while doing the installation 
process. This inculcates the positive sound vibrations into the correction process.
Now that the installation process is complete you can ask the Life Consultant to 
measure the balancing field of influence the Cupula Radiante has.
The owner of the home/office should actively go around the Cupula Radiante in a 3.6 
clockwise spiral from big to small followed by 3.6 clockwise spiral small to big. If other 
members of the home can do the same on a daily basis it would be very good.

Remarks: 
This crystal unlike other crystals is not programmable and can be used by anybody. 



 SAMPOORNA KALPA
BEDSHEET – LIFE  
CONSULTANTS

This product is meant for Life Consultants. By spreading 

the Sampoorna Kalpa bed sheet on the bed before 

laying down, it will help you sleep soundly and wake up 

well- balanced, energized, and ache free.

Brief Description

Properties
1) The Sampoorna Kalpa bed sheet helps the body to get naturally well, relieve pain, 

stress and fear. 

 

2) It triggers the Sampoorna Kalpa process in an individual. The Sampoorna Kalpa 

process involves the body's natural ability to cleanse and rejuvenate the physical body 

(annamya kosha), life force body (pranamya kosha), mental body (manomya kosha), 

knowledge body (gyanamya kosha), bliss body (anandamya kosha). 

 

3) It helps sustain the changes made from the Sampoorna Kalpa process. 

Size
Single & Double 

Remarks
 Wash separately with WHITES ONLY.



ACE MEF JET

INTRODUCTION

The ACE MEF JET Ionizes our environment, which in turn stimulates the emission of 
the naturally occurring scalar longitudinal electromagnetic waves in all elements of 
matter and also the same time naturally helps fortify the bioactive plasma fields of 
living systems thus activating the body’s cellular regeneration system. 
 
Moreover, the ACE MEF JET helps water to naturally restructure, as it is an element. 
Thus enhancing, optimizing, balancing living organisms, plants, animals, humans etc. 
Discover the effects of 'cell memory reversal' and its powerful anti-aging abilities.
 
History tells us through countless experiments and case histories that the right 
mixture of signature frequencies can affect the human body’s responses to viruses, 
parasites, immune deficiencies, increases in metabolism, heart rate variability, 
reduction of inflammation, and natural pain relief.  Negentropy and centripetal 
forces creates life’s coherent order and helps to reverse disease and the aging 
process. Negentropy is the opposite of entropy (chaos). With the right key 
frequencies, which the body uses for all chemical processes, you can produce cell 
memory reversal - getting cells back to a healthy condition, by naturally raising your 
healing or wellbeing potential while in the activated environment.
 
 



ACE MEF JET

THE ACE MEF JET HELPS:

•      Restore the cells of the body to an optimal state of health
•      Activate the body’s healing regeneration system
•      Create precise frequencies of hydrogen and phi-ratio or divine harmonics
•      Highly-charged plasma waveforms to start naturally generating in our
       body resulting in a recharging of cells, DNA and spirit.
•      The 9 elements, life, plants, animals and in fact ALL.
 
WHAT ARE SCALAR WAVES?

Scalar wave is the mathematical name given to LONGITUDINAL WAVES used by 
Tesla in many of his inventions, but forgotten for the last 100 years!
Scalar waves are powerful non-Hertzian energy (without frequencies, appearing to 
be a straight line, faster than light, not measurable by our in strident as it is faster 
than light. Eg ACE). In the 1920’s Einstein referenced to these scalar energies and 
yet nearly a hundred years later their application is still undervalued and underused.
 
Scalar fields were first described by James Clark Maxwell (known for his Maxwell 
equations) as being non-hertzian and non-linear [moves globally - all around]. With 
this knowledge Tesla developed practical experiments. Yet many of his inventions 
barely saw the light of day, despite their tremendous potential, including the under 
utilized technology in his wireless energy transmission techniques [this is how 
telepathy functions and how the solution exercises works with the planets galaxies 
universes].
 
By producing scalar (longitudinal) waves, he could send signals through any 
material including Faraday cages and wirelessly beam power to receivers. It has the 
ability to pass through humans, animals, walls, lead sheets, planets, stars etc. He 
built his Tesla healing machine, further developed by George Lakhovsky and Antoine 
Priore.
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BENEFITS:

1) Scalar waves do what Transverse waves don't.
2) Scalar energy fields are distinguished from ordinary electromagnetic fields in
that have they have energy, but no directional component.
3) Unlike a transverse wave (like an ordinary radio or light wave) a scalar wave's
amplitude does not fluctuate up and down. Instead, try to visualize it more like
a vibration of electric potential expanding and contracting in the direction of
propagation, like a pulsation of the heart and the universe.
4) They are capable of superluminal travel [faster than light].
     a. Tesla achieved superluminal (faster than light, proven in physics) and never
         agreed with Einstein that the speed of light was a limit. These waves are
         not electromagnetic, but composed of pure potential energy. Due to this,
         the speed of light limit does not apply to them. The propagation speed of a
         scalar wave has been measured as faster than the speed of light and
         thought by some researchers to be potentially of infinite velocity (through
         the vortex of the golden mean ratio / divine proportion).
 
The ACE MEF JET also indirectly produces the same benefits, while ionizing the 
environment or air as a by-product, just like it happens when we strengthen our ACE.
 
Scalar waves can be used to send both information and energy (ACE). They can be 
used to evoke natural healing in a person or perhaps even an entire community. They 
are capable of passing through the earth from one side to another with no loss of 
field strength. Humans eventually become scalar wave generators when they are 
able to be at 100 % of their absolute potential of ACE. 
 
According to the Russian astrophysicist, Nikolai Kozyrev, scalar energy or absolute 
potential was the primal force for the creation of matter in the universe, the 
common denominator of all life and consciousness. Is this the missing sauce in dark 
matter theory, string theory and non-local actions? Yes, it is just like Dr.Ramesh has 
always been explaining the science of creation and the self-perpetuating vortex 
present of the shrine.
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The possibilities with, and uses of Scalar waves are endless and exciting.
The scalar field or absolute potential enhances the metabolism of the cell and 
restores optimal potential difference between the inside and the outside and repairs 
cells more quickly. Technically speaking, the JETs ionizing effect on the 
air produces a Cold Atmospheric Plasma cloud and embeds phase conjugate 
negentropic pump waves. More simply put, JET indirectly by ionizing the 
atmosphere creates perfectly mirrored sets of energy waves that meet, as they get 
infinitely smaller at precisely phi ratio or golden mean or divine proportion, which 
constructively generates. These energy waves carry trillions of different vibrations, 
each in tune with a musical note. As these waves get smaller and smaller the notes 
get higher and higher. This is produced by the unique plasma that creates 'charge 
collapse' – a centripetal force taking waves to the center of all cell metabolism like 
in the black hole or de-manifestation aspect in the shrine vortex.
 
Negentropy is the reverse of entropy and considered the life organizing principle. 
Moreover, negentropy is the remarkable ability of a living system, not only to avoid 
the effects of entropy production or chaos or stress, but also to do just the opposite, 
that is to increase organization, space-time structure, stored energy and coherence. 
It is the tendency toward increased order, which reverses disease, the aging process 
and supplies the centripetal charge compression to every cell of the body. 
Negentropy is the key to understanding the healing process of not only humans, 
even living and non-living matter.
 
Negentropy has a unique technology involving phase conjugation. The ACE MEF 
Solution exercises and tools also produce the same effect.
 
HOW DOES IT WORK

The actual "healing" system in the body is the cellular regenerative system. All cells 
must come from pre-existing cells, and have continuous repair and maintenance for 
their existence. This system uses longitudinal EM scalar waves and time-polarized 
EM waves. The JET, indirectly, while ionizing the air in the room triggers the 
longitudinal EM scalar waves and time-polarized EM waves naturally in living and 
non-living forms in that room. In fact, it uses it to heal damaged cells, organs and 
tissues. 
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The scalar potential is comprised of sets of longitudinal EM phase conjugate wave 
pairs. One of each pair is time-reversed. This enables engineering of the waves to 
"pump" the cells of the body with waves from the time domain and actually time-
reverse the cells back to a previous healthy condition.
 
STEM CELLS - AGE REVERSAL- LONGEVITY SCIENCE

The Kaznacheyev experiments in the Soviet Union proved that any cellular death and 
disease pattern can be induced by a specific electromagnetic pattern carried on an 
electromagnetic signal, if the target cells are bombarded with the pattern-carrying 
carrier signals for a length of time. What was not published of Kaznacheyev's work 
was the correspondent work showing electromagnetic reversal of cellular death and 
disease conditions by irradiating the diseased cell cultures by phase conjugate 
replicas of the pattern-carrying induction signal. In simplified terms, if an action in 
forward time induces a condition, then the time reversal of that action will reverse 
the condition. In other words, the time reversal of an electromagnetic disease 
process is a specific healing process for that disease.
 
This is the logic behind the extraordinary results people around the world are 
achieving with the ACE MEF JET. This is what happens naturally when one 
practices the solution series especially the ALL Eternal Body exercises, uses ACE MEF 
products and ACE MEF JET.
 
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

If you’re passionate about natural sustainability, health, longevity and the ACE MEF 
products and JET, then visit our center. At our center, you will be able to 
experience the most cutting edge science and simple realization of this life and 
universe for natural healing, sustainable energy production, disease reversal, age 
reversal and natural eternal existence. Fix an appointment to have a session with the 
ACE MEF JET.
 


